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Serving on all fronts, with skill and compassion: Some account of the social, medical, and educational work of the
Salvation Army around the world [Salvation Army] on blog.quintoapp.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.

Inquiry, adaptive challenges, and root causes Changing something significant Internal reflection or "looking in
the mirror" Getting started anyway Transformation Source: At Tech, Ross-Morrison and Diaz listened
carefully to the interwoven narratives in their school and found a story that elevated the status of programs
perceived as more rigorous and desirableâ€”programs serving a disproportionately white, middle class
demographic. They began to explore win-win options that would increase access for all students. They worked
closely with 9th grade teachers to develop an outreach plan for recruiting underrepresented students into
rigorous programs. They redesigned the application process to reduce barriers to access and began to spread
word about their core values widely and unambiguously: In one year, the co-principals reached their goal of
having more than 90 percent of 9th graders engage in the application process for advanced programs.
Listening helps us keep our finger on the pulse of complex change. The process of transforming a school is
complex, nonlinear, and unpredictable. Our best-laid plans can be derailed by new district initiatives, teacher
turnover, or conflict among staff. During a time of change, listening leaders gather input from a broad range of
stakeholders before articulating a clear and focused change imperative, and they continue to engage people
along the way. They employ specific listening strategies to help their colleagues let go of unhelpful mindsets
and embrace new ones. Ross-Morrison and Diaz use formal and informal listening routines to stay abreast of
conditions on the ground. They regularly spend time in classrooms and check in informally with teachers. Last
fall, they initiated a formal listening campaign with staff leaders with a focus on mending relationships,
discussing current realities, and exploring possible next steps. In confidential minute sessions, the
co-principals asked questions to gather insight from staff members. What changes do you think would make
the biggest difference? This process reminded staff members that they play a crucial role in shaping change at
Tech. Listening helps leaders stay true to their values in the face of pressure. A study from University of
California, Berkeley, found that schools with high levels of integrity manage external pressures by holding
fast to their values Mintrop, A high-integrity faculty culture is characterized by open communication,
tolerance of dissent, and a learning orientationâ€”values that listening leaders model in their interactions. I
asked Ross-Morrison how she maintains integrity in the face of pressure. The two leaders also set aside time at
their weekly meetings for an "empty the cup" ritual. Each leader enjoys several uninterrupted minutes to share
whatever is on his or her mind while the other leader practices listening with care, focused attention, and a
lack of judgment. On one hand, it helps her uncover common values among teachers, administrators, and
families because "most people want the best for the kids. For instance, a recent series of community meetings
revealed just how fragmented the parent community is at Tech. Noticing the overrepresentation of white,
middle-class parents and the underrepresentation of black and Latino families, Ross-Morrison and Diaz
decided to hold future meetings at locations across the city. Listening helps leaders model humanity and
compassion in the face of trauma. Developing emotional intelligence is crucial in schools affected by trauma,
including those that have experienced an accident, incidents of violence, or even relentless poverty.
Ross-Morrison said her students have experienced such events: Young people have to learn how to deal with
trauma to move forward in their lives. This is especially challenging when many teachers are dealing with
secondary trauma and need a space to talk about their experiences and learn how to teach young people to
cope. At Tech, Ross-Morrison strives to listen with emotional intelligence in her daily interactions. This
requires what I call deep listening, or listening without an agenda in a way that fosters relational trust. The
three pillars of deep listening are paying attention to nonverbal cues as indicators of emotion, expressing
empathy in mature and caring ways, and modeling affirmation verbal and nonverbal moves signaling that you
value the other person. She and Diaz also think systemically about how to mitigate the effects of trauma. This
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year, the staff is learning about trauma-informed practices that can be adapted in the classroom. During staff
meetings, Ross-Morrison invites teachers to share and process their emotions in listening structures such as
dyads. Listening helps us reimagine data and bring student voice into the equation. Finally, listening helps us
address the overreliance on data that is far removed from the day-to-day life of the school. Listening leaders
recognize that much of the data we need is right before us if we choose to listenâ€”speaking to us in
lunchrooms, appearing through e-mails received in the evening, showing up in our offices every day. We can
find data in our close observations of students working on tasks and of teachers engaged in collaboration.
These types of data can tell the story of transformation, as well as indicate where support is needed. For
Ross-Morrison and Diaz, student, parent, and teacher voice are crucial components of the change process. This
past fall, they also used the listening campaign to gauge whether teachers had the interest and capacity to
design a new academic program around student interests. This is what all these stakeholders have been asking
for. Diaz recently created a communications plan to explicitly address communication gaps between and
among administrators, staff, and parents. People began generating ideas and offering support on all fronts,
joining the schoolwide commitment to increasing equity, access, and deep learning for staff and students. With
the recent transition to a new presidency and an expected new policy framework for public education, the path
forward seems foggier than ever. What we can do is listen and develop a shared, local, equity-driven agenda.
We can stay firmly rooted in our own values and in the voices, hopes, and experiences of our constituents. By
leading with humility and authentic questions, we will build a powerful foundation for change from the
ground upâ€”conversation by conversation. Changing the discourse in schools. Policy and practice pp. Why it
can matter more than IQ. Bridging accountability obligations, professional values and perceived student needs
with integrity. Journal of Educational Administration, 50 5 , â€” She provides leadership coaching and
professional development for educators across the country. She is the author of The Listening Leader: Follow
her on Twitter. Enter the periodical title within the "Get Permission" search field. To translate this article,
contact permissions ascd.
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In Tibetan Buddhism, compassion is cultivated through Maitri or lovingkindness â€” practitioners begin by imagining how
they feel toward a loved one, then turning it toward themselves, then family and friends, then strangers, then enemies,
and finally toward all beings.

The following article contains numerous spoilers for Wonder Woman , in theaters now. Her male supporting
cast, specifically Steve Trevor and his band of misfit World War I soldiers, turn expectations on their heads
from the moment they set foot on screen. The value of a male hero is determined by their ability to be the most
dominant, physically or mentally, over whatever situation they find themselves in. They might pull it off with
a cheery smile or a permanently set in scowl, with a warm laugh or an icy scoff, but that dominance at the end
of the day is what determines their success. His vulnerability is made palatable when his relative masculinity
is only slightly compromised, and immediately won back in a no-holds-barred display of virility. Caveat, and
fail safe. Vulnerability offered up in carefully measured single serving packets. He ends up on Themyscira
after an earnest attempt at extravagant heroism goes awry and nearly kills him. His life is saved by Diana as
she literally pulls him, prone and powerless, from the wreckage of his plane. The formula dictates that his next
course of action should be a display of dominance to reestablish his worth. Steve is instantly becomes least
physically capable person in a battle between German soldiers and Amazons. So, yeah, no one is going to
argue that Steve is weak. The more Steve steps back and lets Diana take control of the situation, the less risk
he finds himself in. All things considered, Steve occupies a traditionally feminine space for the majority of the
movie, and he does so without stigma or concern. Even the romance between he and Diana is painted in a way
where Diana is the one holding the cards -- despite her relative naivety regarding the customs of the outside
world. James Bond suave, Steve Trevor is not. In the context of nearly a hundred years of deeply ingrained
masculine tradition in superhero comics? Before the war, they would have been seen as shameful or
embarrassing; undesirable and certainly the furthest thing from masculine. The cognitive dissonance was
extreme, to say the least, and the public struggled to keep up with these shifting world views as the war drew
to a close. In fact, whether or not he actually kills anyone even after he sheds some of his fear, is pretty up for
debate. Steve can be a strong, warm and well drawn gentleman-in-jeopardy because he is standing in the
shadow of an outstandingly well crafted female hero who can and will exalt in saving him. Charlie is afforded
the time to be hurt but not made useless or weak because Diana openly welcomes him to be. To bolster and
diversify our perception of what it means to be heroic requires a change in perspective on all fronts, and a
conscious move away from the dated scaffolding of superhero stories we still construct stories on today. With
any luck, Wonder Woman will resonate as strongly with young boys as it is proving to with young girls in
teaching them where to find strength and how best to use it. The evolution of our heroic idealism and the value
we assign to displays of bravery in all forms depends on it.
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Nevertheless, there are some skills that all front desk employees need. Communication Communication is critical for
hotel front desk employees. They speak with guests in person and over the phone all day, so it is important that they
speak clearly and maintain a positive tone.

Grit and determination to work hard and succeed against all odds and getting up when knocked down are
characteristics embedded in my DNA. My first engagement in social justice and standing up for the rights of
the poor occurred when I was age ten and my grandmother, who was a member of the Chapel Hill Public
Housing Residents Council put me out front to request new playground equipment for children living in public
housing. I was so proud of myself and amazed at how impressed people were about my public speaking ability
at such a young age. That experience put a fire in my belly that has been burning ever since. Service,
compassion, and moral conviction are core ideologies and principles that will guide me when elected to serve
as the next Congresswoman for NC 4th District. I love this country. I love this District. I love calling North
Carolina homeâ€”the state of my birth. During those two years, I will go to Congress as a servant leader
representing the people of NC in District 4. I will go with a moral compass set towards justice, loving mercy
and walking humbly. I will go with a clear vision and understanding that as Frederick Douglass once stated: I
will go with a conviction that we all belong in this great nation and there is room in the proverbial inn for us
all and we all belong. Whether we are here by birth or by choiceâ€”America is great not because of a select
few privileged by pedigree or position, but by an beautiful, creative and industrious diverse mass of people
who speak different languages, practice different faiths, possess different skin color but who share one
commonalityâ€”love for the USA and belief that the American dream is possible for all to experience. I am
asking for your vote on May 8 as your candidate of choice during the primary. I have the fortitude,
temperament, courage, and intellectual acumen to be a force of reckoning in the political arena as a political
strategist and policy analysist and developer. I am a skilled and prudent negotiator, with a keen discernment
for truth. My training and natural instinct I approach most things through critical analytics. I am a problem
solver who rarely gives up easily. And I am highly skilled at not only analyzing public policy but creating it as
wellâ€”skills that I developed in multiple positions throughout my career including as the campaign press
secretary for former Congressman Albert R. I attribute much of her political prowess to her Godmother, the
late Senator Jeanne Lucas, the first black woman to serve in the North Carolina senate. Professionally, I am
the assistant director for a local community health organization; an adjunct professor at an HBCU in North
Carolina. My skills as a community organizer and political strategist proved useful when I relocated for a few
years to the Washington DC-Maryland area and became engaged with Maryland and Washington DC politics
including landing a job as the campaign press secretary for former Congressman Albert R. My mother instilled
in me early on the extreme value and importance of an education, therefore I was driven to pursue and obtain
the highest degree possible in areas of interest. I am also asking for your support and contribution to my
campaign. View Photos Why am I running? Why am I competing against Democratic Party establishment
candidate? Why not wait my turn? I am running because we are experiencing in America dark and scary days
driven by the actions of tyrannical elected officials who are more interested in dividing American and splitting
asunder the cornerstones of its foundation. I am running because history will judge us not based on as Dr. And
when hatred rears its ugly head you fight it, you denounce it you disarm it you eradicate it. I am running not to
preserve the status quo of my party but to represent and fight for the people of my district. I am running
because there is a mighty mandate and movement among the people that demands bold, courageous action,
innovative thinking and fresh vision to lead us to higher ground on all fronts be it politically, socially, and
economically. I know this mandate and movement all too well. It is made up of hard working people who love
this country but who feel shafted, marginalized, and left behindâ€”by both political parties. I am running to
stand up to elevate their voices among the noise and distractions of futility that is currently pervasive in
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Washington. Thank you and God bless! Forward and higher we shall rise!
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To really make a difference in your organization, you need to do all three. A reader wrote to support this view. "Within
the organizations, in which I have had the opportunity to serve, the core values were communicated by actions
mostlyâ€”in the ways in which business is conducted on a day-to-day basis, and not so much in words directly spoken.

The words were unmistakable: I got up slowly from my desk and walked into the other room. I recognized the
voice, and I was surprised because she was usually one of the calmest people in the office. I walked over to
her, and I could see that she was still upset. In my own way, I asked her if things were okay. This guy was just
impossible. He kept yelling and screaming at me, and I just lost it. Just like retail, it takes many people to
come through your doors in order for you to be successful. Their emotions are already on high alert when they
walk through our doors. When it comes to paying for healthcare services, their emotions kick into an even
tenser mode. My phone rang; I was expecting it. I walked back into my office and said hello. What came at me
from the other end was a man screaming and cussing at me. A couple of minutes later, the phone rang again,
and I picked up and said hello. The same man was on the phone, and he was screaming and cussing some
more; I hung up again. Another few minutes passed and the phone rang one more time. I picked it up and said
hello. This time, there was a pause on the other end of the line. What had I done that was so remarkable? I
listened to what he had to say. When I was reviewing the account he was asking about, I saw that it was an
inpatient claim, and his wife had passed away while being a patient in our hospital. It occurred 2 months
earlier, and it was obvious that he was still dealing with the emotions of his loss. There are many healthcare
entities who tell staff that handles patient calls to get them resolved in a very short period of time. There are
five main points that I felt needed to be addressed: When you get the name and account number of the account
in question, try to look quickly to see if there are any extenuating compassion circumstances you should know.
Many healthcare facilities have a place where they can notate when a patient is deceased. If not, you should
look into creating a process where this information can be seen easily. Listen fully to what the customer has to
say before you try to answer their questions. Most people try to answer what they perceive the question is
without fully understanding what the real issue is. Be understanding, but never take abuse. Emotions can run
high, but we set the standard for how we talk to our customers. Customers may not always be calling for our
benefit, but often the information they impart can help us get claims paid. I had a meeting with my patient
representatives and collections staff, and discussed these points. I always felt that it helped our customer
service efforts for our facility. The number of calls I used to receive from disgruntled patients drastically
decreased. I know the mood of my personnel was uplifted, because they now had some tools to go along with
their technical skills.
Chapter 5 : Learning to Listen - Educational Leadership
I always felt that it helped our customer service efforts for our facility. The number of calls I used to receive from
disgruntled patients drastically decreased. I know the mood of my personnel was uplifted, because they now had some
tools to go along with their technical skills.

Chapter 6 : Preston Remembers - On All Fronts
Inspired by my colleagues Monica Worline and Jane Dutton's work on awakening compassion inside workplaces, here
are a few specific skills you can consider building in support of your.

Chapter 7 : Front End Supervisor Resume Samples | JobHero
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The Neuroscience of Empathy, Compassion, and Self-Compassion provides contemporary perspectives on the three
related domains of empathy, compassion and self-compassion (ECS). It informs current research, stimulates further
research endeavors, and encourages continued and creative philosophical and scientific inquiry into the critical societal.

Chapter 8 : Gal Gadot's Wonder Woman Has to Save Lots of Men - And THat's a Good tHing
Compassion & Choices is an equal opportunity employer and welcomes all qualified applicants regardless of gender,
race, age, sexuality or disability. It takes a motivated staff with varied skills to serve our clients and communities across
the country every day.

Chapter 9 : Front Office Manager
The compassionate, collaborative, empathetic, person-centered approach is acknowledged as one of the best
evidence-based approaches to providing service. Person-centered service views an older adult as a person firstâ€”as a
patient, client, customer, or facility resident second.
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